DISCOVER SCUBA DIVING SECRET GILI ISLANDS WITH

Dive Sites Secret Gili Islands

Diving the Secret Gili Islands stands for gorgeous reef diving and macro fun. You will
explore uncrowded and unspoiled dive sites.
Enjoy the crystal clear water with its healthy colourful soft corals in abundance and
the amazing variety of macro and marine life including turtles, reef sharks, octopus,
reef cuttlefish, nudibranch, pygmy seahorse, ghost pipefisfish and much more.
Our dive sites around the Secret Gili Islands suits for everyone, no matter if or what
certification level you have. Make your holiday memorable and enjoy one of the
richest marine life diversities in the Indo-Pacific.
Gili Gede (Gili Gede Wall) :
Discover various kind of shrimps like cleaner shrimp, peacock mantis shrimp or crabs
and lobster while drifting along the wall in the north of Gili Gede. In the shallower
part it is not uncommon to run into turtles.
Shark House
At Shark House you dive along a sunken Island, Gili Anyaran, a sandy slope with rocks
covered with soft and hard corals.
Currently three baby white tip sharks and the mother shark are housing at the shark
house, so the chances seeing them chilling under their rock are very good. Besides
the sharks this dive side is the best site to find blue spotted sting rays, mantis shrimp,
thornback boxfish, scorpion fish and much more.

Gili Rengit (Batu Putih, Wave Corner, Gili Rengit Harbour, Pantai Batu):
The macro life around Gili Rengit speaks for itself. Dive along a reef slope and enjoy
healthy bright soft corals and feather stars and find nudibranch, ghost pipefish,
anemone shrimps, porcelain shrimps, crabs, turtles, cuttle fish, trumpet fish and
much more. Start or end your dive at Waver Corner at the Stone Tower, built with
layers of different kind of hard, soft and basket corals.
Gili Layar (Gili Layar Reef, Coral Garden, Gili Layar Harbour)
Dive through a garden, along a wall and pass overhangs fully covered with different
kind of bright soft corals. The stunning variety of nudibranch and other marine life
such as lion fish, white mouth and giant moray eels, striped razor fish, juvenile sweet
lips, porcupinefish, mappa pufferfish and schooling batfish are just marvelous. In the
north reef corner of Gili Layar we have one special resident: our lovely pygmy
seahorse - macro love.
Banko Banko
Located at the southwest tip of Lombok, Banko Banko is a drift dive that starts with a
slowly descending plateau and continues into a deep valley, which is surrounded by
large coral formations and where reef sharks and schooling mackerel are housing. In
the shallower parts, you can see emperor angelfish, sweetlips and large groupers.
Stairs to Medang
This terraced reef drops in the shape of a stairway to a depth of just over 30 m.
Turtles and reef fish in abundance circle on the top of the reef, with different sharks
and when you are really lucky even manta rays passing by deeper.

Explore the marvelous dive sites with Ultimate Gili Gede
Ultimate Gili Gede, situated southwest of Gili Gede, is your perfect choice and
partner to explore the dive sites around the Secret Gili Islands. Dive with us and you
don’t have to worry about anything. Safety, service and fun are our highest priorities.
Happy dive, happy life!
We go out daily on 2 or 3 dives day trips which last 3,5 -5 hours. Pick up at your hotel
will be at 8:30 am - 9 am. After the first dive we head either to Gili Layar or Gili
Rengit to enjoy a break in which we provide water, coffee & tea, snacks and towels.
For our day trips (2 or 3 dives) we have three boats: our traditional local boat “Giri
Sasak” (2 people), Ultimate 1 (>3 people) and our speedy Di-Boat(>6 people). Each
boat is safety certified with life-raft, GPS, VHF, Flares, Lifejackets and run by certified
captain and crew.

Pricing

Includes gear, guide, hotel pick up and drop off, water, coffee, tea, snacks and towels

Fun Dives for certified divers
Day Trip (2 dives)
3rd Dive
2nd Day Trip (2 dives)
3rd dive

IDR 1.400.000
IDR 600.000
IDR 1.100.000
IDR 550.000

Single 1 Tank Dive

IDR 700.000

Refresher Course
* dive not included

IDR 300.000

Courses for non-certified divers

PADI Discover Scuba Diving
*1 tank dive and IDR 700k for additional dive

IDR 1.200.000

PADI Scuba Diver Course
PADI Open Water Course
PADI Advanced Course
PADI Adventure Dive

IDR 3.300.000
IDR 5.500.000
IDR 4.900.000
IDR 900.000

We are looking forward to taking you for memorable divings at our
unspoiled dive sites around the Secret Gili Islands.
Find us on www.ultimategiligede.com, Facebook Ultimate Gede or
Instagram ultimategiligede
Contact us:
Mi-Sin
WhatsApp:
Phone:
Or Guy
WhatsApp:
Phone:

+62 859 64074350
+62 859 64074350
+62 819 36165000
+62 819 36165000

Or just come over for a chat and enjoy a drink and lunch or dinner at our
restaurant The Cantina. We serve western and local food, such as beef
burrito, pizza, pasta, Urap Urap, sasak curry and chicken satay.
Check out our other activities:
Guided mountain bike tour for
Beach BBQ for

IDR 300.000 per person
IDR 500.000 per person

